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Probing hydrogen bonding interactions
and impurity intercalation in gibbsite using
experimental and theoretical XANES
spectroscopy†

Grant J. McIntosh *ab and Andrew Chan b

The Al and O K-edge XANES spectra of Bayer process gibbsite are examined, both experimentally and

with plane wave density functional theory, and transition assignments are made. We confirm that the

broad transitions in Al K-edge spectra are fundamentally the same as those in more ordered and well-

studied corundum, and typical of octahedrally coordinated aluminium. Analysis of O K-edge spectra

reveals that while much of the initial edge transition structure (535–548 eV) is due to O 2p hybridization

with Al orbitals, the lowest energy region (B535–539 eV) is particularly influenced by O–H states which

are heavily perturbed by hydrogen bonding interactions. We therefore tentatively suggest that an

unexplained structure at 539 eV in O K-edge spectra of corundum may be due to surface hydroxylation.

Finally, we examined Na K-edge spectra, as sodium is the major impurity in these materials and

implicated in perturbation of the evolution of materials properties with calcination through the transition

aluminas. Density functional theory calculations find sodium replacement of in-sheet H-atoms is the

most thermodynamically stable site for sodium inclusion. We subsequently confirm this assignment

spectroscopically, explicitly demonstrating the precise location of Na+ impurities for the first time.

1. Introduction

Alumina is an extremely important industrial material, widely
used in catalysis1–6 and adsorption.7–11 However, by far the
largest consumer is the primary aluminium production industry
that, in addition to using alumina as the primary feedstock,
employs it as the dry scrubbing agent for hydrogen fluoride
generated in the reduction cell.12–14 With many of alumina’s
applications crucially dependent on its surface chemistry, it is
necessary to understand the evolution of these properties from
the precursor to final product.

Calcination of gibbsite, Al(OH)3, or boehmite, AlOOH, are
the most common production routes for a variety of important
alumina polymorphs. Although specific surface areas are low,
both are also sorbents in their own right,15–18 and their surface
chemistry is similarly of interest. Gibbsite and boehmite possess
ordered crystal structures exhibiting sheets of octahedrally coordi-
nated aluminium cations and weak inter-sheet bonding mediated

by hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) between hydroxyl moieties of oppos-
ing planes. Current mechanisms posit that the hydroxyls are
progressively lost as H2O(g) during calcination, with most of the
inter-sheet regions collapsing and covalent Al–O bonds forming in
their place.19,20 As these transformations are pseudomorphic,21

volume losses are incorporated internally, leading to the cleaving
of some of these sheets to ultimately become much of the internal
porosity. The chemistry of alumina is thus arguably dominated by
residual hydroxyl content and surface relaxation of these internal
surfaces.20

Understanding these processes is therefore important in
controlling the properties and performance of alumina surfaces.
X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy is a
powerful technique to probe surface chemistry and element-
specific local chemical environments. However, spectra can be
extremely difficult to interpret. This is particularly true of
transition aluminas as aluminium cations can be 4, 5, or
6-fold coordinated with considerable disorder in the occupancy
of these sites, with occupancy also varying with phase.19,22–24

This in turn impacts interpretations of oxygen spectra, which
are highly sensitive to the bonding interactions involved.25

Computational methods can be a powerful supplement in
this regard. However, approaches require careful benchmark-
ing before application to complicated systems such as the
transition aluminas. Corundum and gibbsite are extremely
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attractive model systems for initial studies as they are single
phase materials that exhibit cations with well-defined crystal-
lographic locations, occupying octahedral sites exclusively.
Additionally, these compounds exhibit only oxide or hydroxide
interactions respectively.

A further complication stems from impurities. It has been
demonstrated that sodium, the largest impurity in Bayer process
aluminas,26 can significantly impact surface chemistry,27–29

textural properties,30 and even phase transformation.31 Sodium
is observed to surface segregate during calcination,31,32 consistent
with DFT and experimental studies on sodium-doped g-Al2O3 of
Digne et al.26 who demonstrated the energetic favourability of
sodium in surface sites analogous to protons in hydroxyl groups,
relative to bulk incorporation. It has considerable impacts on
surface acidity,27,28 and thus the demand for sodium-free alumina
drives the need for acid leaching procedures.33

Understanding the location of sodium in precursor materials
is important for understanding evolution with calcination and,
given some observed commonalities with hydrogen26 may make
sodium a useful proxy by which to study protons (invisible to
X-ray techniques such as XRD, XPS, and XAS). Indeed, Eremin
et al.34,35 argue for proton replacement by Na+ as the primary
intercalation mechanism during crystal growth. Lee et al.36

computationally confirm this exchange is energetically feasible.
Comparison with lithium-intercalated gibbsite also suggests
occupation of vacant octahedral sites is possible.37,38 Under-
standing sodium is also significant for technologically important
materials. For example, b-sodium alumina, a solid electrolyte,
relies on sodium ion migration through conduction planes
consisting of loose-packed layers rich in sodium cations.

In this study we therefore consider Al, O, and Na K-edge XANES
spectra of standard Bayer gibbsite samples. Being far more crystal-
lographically ordered and less complicated than the wider class of
transition aluminas, this material provides a convenient platform
to benchmark core hole-inclusive pseudopotential methods to aid
future experimental and theoretical studies of more complex and
important classes of metal oxides and doped metal oxides.

2. Methods
2.1. Experimental methodology

Bayer gibbsite was sourced from a large commercial alumina
refinery whose identity is confidential (although is expected
to be a representative material), and used as received. Pure
corundum, �100 mesh, was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy was
performed on the Soft X-ray (SXR) beamline at the Australian
Synchrotron.39 The storage ring was operated at 3 GeV to
provide a photon flux of B5 � 1011 s�1 200 mA for the duration
of the experiments. Powdered alumina samples were mounted
onto drain current holders using carbon tape then introduced
into UHV conditions (B8 � 10�10 mbar). Monochromated and
elliptically polarized soft X-rays produced from an undulator
insertion device were focussed to a 0.2 � 0.5 mm spot using a
double crystal monochromator. Partial electron yield (PEY) and

total fluorescence yield (TFY) measurements were optimized
using a channeltron electron multiplier and multichannel plate,
respectively. All XANES data were processed using the QANT Igor
macro (version 1.9, 2017) developed by Gann et al.40 All spectra
were collected using a flood gun to compensate for sample
charging then normalised against the I0 current measured
simultaneously on a gold mesh. Photon energy calibration was
performed over the Al, O, and Na K-edges using signals from Al
foil, MnO and NaCl powder reference materials, respectively,
measured concurrently to account for photon energy drift. Spectra
were recorded in a single scan with stepsizes of 0.17 eV, 0.10 eV,
and 0.10 eV for Al, Na and O K-edges respectively, and at a scan
rate of 0.5 s per step. Finally, all spectra are normalized as per
convention (pre-edge baseline set to zero, post-edge to 1).

2.2. Computational methodology

All XANES spectra were computed with the XSPECTRA code41,42

This package computes the X-ray absorption cross-section by
evaluating Fermi’s golden rule:

s oð Þ ¼ 4p2a�hoi

X
f

f jDjih ij j2d �hoi � Ei � Efð Þ (1)

where h�oi is the energy of the incident X-ray energy, |ii and |fi
the initial and final states, respectively, with Ei and Ef their
respective energy eigenvalues, and D the operator coupling the
system to the X-ray field. This is evaluated in the dipole
approximation. In evaluating eqn (1) within the XSPECTRA
package, the all-electron wavefunction |ci is constructed using
the projector augmented wave (PAW) method43 from the pseu-
dowave function | ~ci by the linear operator T:

|ci = T| ~ci (2)

This operator is expressed in terms of projector functions
hp̃R,n| and all-electron and pseudo- partial waves h~jR,n| and
hjR,n|, respectively:

T ¼ 1þ
X
R;n

jjR;n

�
� j~jR;n

�� �
~pR;n
�

j (3)

These functions are centred around atomic sites R. The
partial pseudowave centred on the absorber atom R0 can be
shown41,42 to be:

j~jR0

E
¼
X
n

j~pR0;n

�
jR0;n

jDji
D E

(4)

And the absorption cross-section subsequently:

s oð Þ ¼ 4p2a�hoi

X
f

~cf

�� ~jR0

D E���
���
2

d �hoi � Ei � Efð Þ (5)

Gougoussis et al.42 then introduce the S operator with a view to
evaluating eqn (1) within the ultrasoft pseudopotential scheme:44

S ¼ 1þ
X
R;m;n

j~pR0;n

�
jR;njDjjR;m

� �
� ~jR;njDj~jR;m

� �� �
~pR;m
�

j

(6)

and, by also introducing the pseudo-Hamiltonian H̃

H̃|ci = ES|ci (7)
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a Green’s function operator G̃(x) (for real x) can be defined:

~G xð Þ ¼ S�1=2
1

x� S�1=2 ~HS�1=2 � ig
S�1=2 (8)

Finally, it has been shown42 that combining eqn (1), (4), and
(8) leads to:

s oð Þ ¼ 4pa�hoi lim
g!0

tr ~jR0
j ~G �hoi � Eið Þj~jR0

D Eh i
(9)

The matrix element is evaluated with the Lanczos recursion
method.45 This method therefore allows the absorption
cross-section to be evaluated practically from conventional
DFT-based band structure calculations, using ultrasoft
pseudopotentials. This alleviates problems with popular
multiple scattering-based alternatives where a cluster size
around the absorber must specified while also avoiding the
muffin-tin approximation.46 However, it does require care in
choosing unit cell sizes and particularly large supercells are
usually required, thereby demanding more computational
resources. Generally, it also requires the use of pseudopoten-
tials explicitly incorporating a core hole. These require explicit
benchmarking, and indeed this is one of the primary aims of
this work.

Eqn (5) helps to highlight the connection between absorp-
tion cross-section and the overlap of states computed with
pseudopotentials, and therefore interpretation of XANES peaks
as electronic transitions. This interpretation has become less
popular relative to multiple scattering paradigms which lead
more naturally to the interpretation of all peaks as scattering
events associated with the outgoing photoelectron wave.
Eqn (9) demonstrates that this view is also encapsulated in
treatment by the XSPECTRA package with G̃(x) the propagator
of the electron wave (evaluated within the framework of DFT
calculations with ultrasoft pseudopotentials). However, much
emphasis will still be placed in this work on the conceptual
framework that views the absorption cross-section as the result
of core electron excitation into the valence band as this
approach is still widely used by experimentalists to interpret
the spectra of metallic cations in particular.47–50 In such cases,
interpretation based on crystal field theory is very common. As
such, we will make extensive use of projected density of states
(pDOS) in order to make closer connection to the prior experi-
mental assignments.

First-principles calculations, including SCF calculations,
geometry optimizations, and simulated XANES spectra were
undertaken by plane-wave density functional theory using the
PBE approximation51 with the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO suite
of codes.52,53 Troullier–Martins norm-conserving pseudo-
potentials were generated for Al and Na with 3s, 3p, and
3d valence orbitals; the 3s occupancy of sodium was set to
0.5 to account for its tendency toward ionisation. Oxygen was
generated with 2s, 2p and 3d valence orbitals. Pseudopotentials
of all absorbing atoms in XANES calculations were generated
analogously using the ATOMIC code, but include core-hole
effects simulated by restricting the occupancy of 1s orbitals to
a single electron.

The Al and O K-edge spectra for corundum and the Na
K-edge spectrum of NaCl were simulated in order to benchmark
our pseudopotentials. Locations of Al3+ and O2� in corundum
(R%3c) were read from PDF-card 46-1212, and used to construct
2 � 2 � 2 supercells (240 atoms) without further optimization.
The PDF-card 83-1728 was employed to determine the location
of Na+ and Cl� in NaCl (Fm%3m) from which a 3� 3� 3 supercell
(216 atoms) was constructed and also used without further
optimization. The large cells were required to keep absorbing
centres in neighbouring periodic images sufficiently distant
during XANES simulations as to be effectively non-interacting.

Sodium-containing gibbsite, on the other hand, does not
possess a known structure and geometries were necessarily
constructed computationally. Initial geometries were taken
from PDF-card 70-2038 for pure gibbsite. Pre-optimized dimen-
sions of the 448 atom (2 � 2 � 2) supercell (P121/n1) are
a = 17.368 Å, b = 10.156 Å, and c = 19.472 Å, with a = 90.01,
b = 94.541, and g = 90.01. Appropriate replacements of protons
by sodium were made, with geometry optimizations then
performed with the PWscf code on the supercells using a
(1 � 1 � 1) k-point grid, a plane wave energy cutoff of 45 Ry,
and a density cutoff of 540 Ry. Full cell optimization was
performed with symmetry ignored.

For XANES simulations the final geometries were subjected
to SCF energy calculation on a (3 � 3 � 3) k-point grid, a plane
wave energy cutoff of 80 Ry, and a density cutoff of 960 Ry.
XANES spectra were computed from �10 eV to 50 eV, where the
Fermi level is set to zero energy, over a (4 � 4 � 4) k-point grid.
Broadening parameters for transitions were chosen to best
qualitatively match experimental spectra as discussed below.
The energy scales of the simulated spectra were offset by a
constant value chosen in order to achieve the closest match
with experiment.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Benchmarking Al, O, and Na K-edge XANES spectra

Al K-edge spectra of corundum have been simulated previously
with extremely good agreement with experiment.54–57 Our
spectra similarly show very good agreement with experiment
(Fig. 1) which are also consistent with previous measured
spectra.58–60 All features A–G2 up to B22 eV above the edge
are reproduced with the exception of the pre-edge feature p.
Calculations repeated without including a core-hole in the
absorber pseudopotential (Fig. S1, ESI†) demonstrate very poor
agreement, indicating that these cannot be neglected. The
pre-edge is attributed to a weak transition that arises as a
consequence of symmetry-breaking,20 either due to distortion
inherent in the AlO6 units or vibrational motion.57 The pDOS
calculations confirm previous assignments describing p as a
dipole-forbidden 1s - 3s excitation in the absorber Al atom
Al*,57,58 as understood within the crystal field theory/electronic
excitation paradigm.61 We do not find evidence of p being a
consequence of the hybridisation of Al p and O p orbitals as
suggested following the multiple scattering calculations of
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Mottana et al.,60 although the transition may indeed involve
some O 2p contribution.

Other peaks also agree broadly with the assignments of Li
et al.58 Incidentally, these assignments are consistent with
changes in intensity following changes in selection rules when
examining L2,3-edge spectra.62–64 Peak A coincides with an Al*
3p band consistent with previous assignment as a Laporte-
allowed a1g(1s) - t1u(3p-like) transition. However, we find here
that the 3p-band is split on interaction with neighbouring
O-atoms, and peak A is perhaps more appropriately considered
a transition into Al*(3p)–O(2s) hybrid states. The second mixed
state, Al*(3p)–O(2p), coincides with peaks B1/B2 as does an
Al*(3d) band. We find the 3d states are broadly split into two
groups, consistent with t2g–eg splitting predicted with crystal
field theory. Experimental assignments describe peaks B1/B2 as
an Al*-centred a1g(1s) - t2g(3d-like) transition.58 In a strict Oh

environment this transition should be Laporte-forbidden. Local
symmetry breaking and hybridisation could relax these rules
sufficiently to describe the observed intensity, however, it may
also be reasonable to re-assign these transitions as primarily
Al*(3p)-like, or a mixture of both. We will return to this point
shortly.

The influence of Al*(3p) orbitals or mixing with adjacent
(ligand) orbitals is supported by the low intensity of peak E.
This is assigned as an a1g(1s) - eg(3d-like) transition,58 which
is also strictly forbidden, and our pDOS calculations confirm a
coincidence with Al* 3d-bands. The low intensity of peak E
suggests that symmetry breaking alone is insufficient to allow
the t2g(3d-like) bands to contribute to peaks B1/B2. Overlap with
orbitals predominantly from adjacent atoms is required for
Al*(3d) states to contribute to peaks B1/B2.

Finally, peak D is assigned as a multiple scattering event.58

While all transitions can be interpreted as multiple scattering

events, we confirm this assignment is reasonable insofar as
there are no clear coincidences with the local band structure
that would otherwise provide a definable electronic transition.

O K-edge spectra for corundum are reproduced in Fig. 2.
Overall, there is extremely good agreement in features B-H2.
As with the Al K-edge, pre-edge features p1 and p2 were
not reproduced. However, p1 and p2 are present in the carbon
tape substrate20 (see Fig. S2, ESI†) and are most likely either
epoxide transitions or, less likely, defects/vacancies from beam
damage25 or oxygen scavenging.65

Most importantly, one of the primary edge features (A) is not
reproduced. Experimental spectra show three distinct peaks,
A–C, with a shoulder D. The theoretical spectrum shows three
peaks, tentatively ascribed as peaks B–D although this is
ambiguous. However, shifting the theoretical spectrum B2 eV
lower (equivalent to assigning these bands as A–C) shows an
overall poorer agreement with experiment, resulting in less
consistency in the intensities of assigned features and worse
agreement in the transition energies of peaks E–H2. The
possible origin of the unexplained peak A will be considered
shortly. The scaled spectrum of the carbon tape background
(Fig. S2, ESI†) makes it is clear that the pre-edge features p1 and
p2 are artefacts and will not contribute appreciably to the
spectrum of corundum. The inclusion of Al and O pDOS
demonstrate that the edge is predominantly excitation into
the O*(2p) valence band, which in turn coincide with features
in the 3s, 3p, and 3d pDOS from directly-bonded Al atoms. This
agrees with prior experiments that argue that the O K-edge is
largely due to excitation of O 1s electrons into unoccupied O 2p
states hybridized with the orbitals of the bonding atom.20,25,64–67

Our pDOS calculations provide some further detail, indicating
that peak B is largely O*(2s)–Al(3s), peak D arguably O*(2s)–
Al(3d), although peak C may be a complicated mixture with Al 3p

Fig. 1 Measured and calculated PEY Al K-edge XANES spectra of
corundum. Also provided are Al* 3s, 3p, 3d and O 2s, 2p pDOS results.

Fig. 2 Measured and calculated PEY O K-edge XANES spectra of
corundum. Also provided are Al* 3s, 3p, 3d and O 2s, 2p pDOS results.
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and 3d states. However, no bands match peak A. This is there-
fore either due to a physical process not modelled with XSPEC-
TRA, or is the consequence of a missing feature in our chosen
supercell.

Finally, to benchmark Na K-edge spectra, experimental and
simulated spectra for NaCl are provided in Fig. 3. As with the
theoretical Al and O K-edge spectra, peaks B20–30 eV above the
absorption edge tend to be a little more intense than their
experimental counterparts. Otherwise, intensity and transition
energies are in extremely good agreement. We identify 11
modes up to B25 eV above the absorption edge in the experi-
mental spectra, with all reproduced in the modelled spectrum.
Theory underestimates experimental energies very slightly,
generally by at most 0.5 eV, in the labelled peaks. The pDOS
calculations are again often consistent with crystal field split-
ting considerations. The pre-edge represents a a1g(1s) - a1g(3s)
transition, again strictly forbidden in pure octahedral environ-
ments. However, a deviation from theory occurs with the strong
edge features A and C, which we find are transitions into states
of almost exclusively Na(3p) character. The otherwise triply
degenerate Na(3p) states of t2g-symmetry, as understood
through crystal field theory, are split on interaction with Cl 3s
and 3p states, as seen between Al3+ and O2� in corundum.

The Na(3d) state is also split into two distinct bands con-
sistent with t2g and eg states. Excitation into the Laporte-
forbidden t2g-like state shows a strong correspondence with
peak B. This feature, somewhat observed experimentally, is
observed most prominently in the measurements of Gunnella
et al.68 This also coincides with bands in the Cl valence states,
particularly in the 3s band. Given the highly symmetric environ-
ment in NaCl, this indicates that t2g-transitions do indeed

exhibit non-zero intensity due to overlap with adjacent orbitals.
This argues therefore that the B1/B2 peaks in the Al K-edge
spectrum of corundum represent both split t1u(3p-like) and
t2g(3d-like) transitions.

Peak D corresponds to transitions into a largely pure Na(3p)
state. Features E and F may also represent transitions into
Na(3p) states, now interacting with Cl 3s orbitals, and may also
exhibit some contributions from eg(Na* 3d-like) bands,
although the latter again should be dipole forbidden.

3.2. Geometry optimization of sodium-doped gibbsite.

Before performing similar analyses on less-studied gibbsite, we
must first locate the most thermodynamically stable crystal-
lographic position for Na+ in a gibbsite matrix. In pure gibbsite,
two broadly distinct sets of protons are observable (Fig. 4 left).
These run either parallel to the c-axis, bonding AlO6 sheets
together, or within the ab-plane. We refer to the former
environment as inter-sheet, and the latter in-plane. The AlO6

sheets also possess a number of octahedral cation vacancies
(Fig. 4 right). All are potential sites for sodium inclusion or
intercalation.

Replacing one proton of each class with Na+ leads to two
sodium-substituted models, each necessarily losing symmetry as a
consequence of substitution (Fig. 5). Geometric parameters after
full cell optimization (Table 1) reveal little difference in the overall
dimensions between the two structures or with those crystal-
lographically determined for pure gibbsite. The in-plane sodium
conformation is found to be 25.0 kJ mol�1 (0.259 eV) lower in
energy than the inter-sheet structure. Therefore, if sodium inter-
calation does occur by way of proton replacement, it should be
overwhelmingly present in the in-plane conformation. This agrees
with the findings of the computational study of Lee et al.36

A third stable intercalation mode is found in which sodium
occupies an octahedral cation vacancy (Fig. 5 right). To conserve

Fig. 3 Measured and calculated Na K-edge XANES spectra of sodium
chloride. Experimental data have been reproduced from Gunnella et al.68

and Prado and Flank.69

Fig. 4 Unoptimized gibbsite (1 � 1 � 1) cell highlighting (left) the two
distinctive H-bonding environments: vertical (parallel to the c-axis) are
inter-sheet, and horizontal (in the ab-plane) in-plane. Octahedral cation
vacancies are also present in these sheets; these are in the centres of the
hexagonal aluminium motifs observable when looking down the c axis
(right).
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charge, an OH� counter-ion is initially placed in the inter-sheet
region, modelled after the observed structure of lithium inter-
calated compounds.37,38 This means, however, that the energy of
this structure cannot be directly compared with the hydrogen
substitution models.

These structures differ considerably in terms of local coor-
dination. Coordination polyhedra and their geometries are
shown70 in Fig. 6. Inter-sheet sodium is located in the centre
of a distorted trigonal prismatic oxygen polyhedron (bond
lengths vary from 2.12–2.43 Å) with an effective coordination

of 5.12. In-plane sodium, on the other hand, sits on the face, or
just above the centre, of octahedral cation vacancy polyhedron,
in the plane of the hydroxyl groups. It is primarily in a three-
coordinate trigonal planar structure (in the face of the octa-
hedron) with shorter Na–O distances of 2.08–2.15 Å. This is
supported by an effective coordination number of 3.23. Devia-
tions from 3.00 are due to more distant interactions (2.57–2.80 Å)
with two additional oxygen atoms present in the underside of the
Al-rich sheet, and is therefore quasi-five-fold coordinated. With
its near-association with the octahedral vacancy, this environ-
ment could also be considered a highly distorted octahedral
coordination.

In the explicitly octahedral environment itself, sodium
recesses into the vacancy (in-plane with aluminium cations).
However, the migration of the hydroxyl counter-ion during
optimization ultimately results in an almost 7-fold coordination,
although the effective coordination number of 5.65 reflects the
long Na+–OH� bond length (2.73 Å). This close Na+–OH� proximity
will be the lowest energy arrangement as the charges stabilize one
another electrostatically.

Fig. 5 Optimized Na-doped gibbsite (2� 2� 2) supercells demonstrating the (left) in-plane and (centre) energetically unfavourable inter-sheet sodium-
replacement intercalation environments. A stable octahedral vacancy environment, with an additional stabilizing OH in the inter-sheet region, is also
located (right).

Table 1 Cell dimensions of Na-doped gibbsite (2 � 2 � 2) supercells
determined by plane wave DFT

Cell length/Å Cell angle/1

E/Rya b c a b g

Measured 17.368 10.156 19.472 90.000 94.540 90.000 n.a.
Inter-sheet 17.482 10.224 19.456 90.083 92.748 89.919 �6889.657
In-plane 17.519 10.232 19.375 90.042 92.803 89.958 �6889.676
Octahedral 17.596 10.256 19.522 90.153 92.256 89.806 �6924.413

Fig. 6 Geometries and coordination polyhedra of optimized intercalated sodium environments in gibbsite.
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Analogously, coordination of lithium by chloride counter-
ions is found in gibbsite intercalation compounds with Li–Cl
distances measured to be 3.75 Å.37 Average bond lengths are
very similar, 2.31, 2.35, and 2.34 Å for inter-sheet, in-plane, and
octahedral coordination respectively. However, the very different
geometries should make the structures easy to differentiate in
XANES spectroscopy.

3.3. Al K-edge spectra of gibbsite

Local Al3+ geometries in gibbsite are, as in corundum, exclu-
sively octahedral. Consequently, both compounds should exhi-
bit very similar transitions. Local Al3+ environments are more
disordered in gibbsite,59,71 broadening XANES transitions and
obscuring similarities. Experimental spectra in both PEY and

TFY modes are given in Fig. 7, and agree with previous
measurements.72 Theory matches experiment very well, with
all features of the PEY and TFY spectra modelled; a constant
broadening term of 1.5 eV (compare with 0.6 eV with corundum)
was employed to account for greater local disorder.

The barely resolved measured pre-edge feature p at 1566 eV
appears poorly described by theory, but is well described when
applying a narrower broadening factor (0.6 eV – Fig. 7 inset).
Measured transitions A–D are all very well described, with
theory helping to highlight transition C that is otherwise
difficult to discern experimentally.

Theoretically narrowing peaks beyond that achievable
experimentally (Fig. 7 inset) highlights the close correspon-
dence between Al absorption features in corundum (Fig. 1) and
gibbsite. For example, peak B splits into two transitions in
gibbsite, also seen in corundum. This correspondence
indicates that band assignments of Li et al.58 for corundum
may be directly applicable to gibbsite – see Table 2. The Al*(3s)
band maximum coincides with peak p, again indicating a
symmetry forbidden a1g(1s) - a1g(3s) transition for octahedrally
coordinated Al3+. The strong edge transition (peak A) at
1568.5 eV is primarily Al(3p) in nature, but (as with corundum
and NaCl) exhibits coincidence with O(2s) bands. In this system,
we recognise each hydroxyl group and the associated O-atom
may exist in differing environments particularly depending on
whether it participates in in-plane or intersheet H-bonding.
As also seen in corundum, the Al*(3p) states mix to form
Al*(3p)–O(2s) and Al*(3p)–O(2p) bands, the latter coinciding with
both peak B and a t2g(3d-like) band. The narrower bands in Fig. 7
(inset) suggests an additional peak between A and B1, arguing
that the resonances between B1570–1575 eV are a consequence
of both Al*(3p)–O(2p) and t2g(Al* 3d-like) transitions.

Peak C (1578 eV) does not show a strong correlation with
electronic states. This again suggests a lack of a well-defined
electronic transition, consistent with prior experimental assign-
ments as ‘multiple scattering events’. Peak D1 has some Al*(3d)-
character, consistent with an eg(Al* 3d-like) band. However, this
is not the primary contribution to the D1/D2 peaks, which
similarly lack a clear correspondence with electronic transitions,
and noting the a1g - eg transition should be dipole forbidden.

3.4. O K-edge spectra of gibbsite

Oxygen environments are significantly more complicated due
to their involvement with a range of possible hydrogen bonding
interactions. Such coordination differences are highlighted in
Fig. 8 for several representative, but not exhaustive, examples.
Simulated spectra were generated assuming a broadening

Fig. 7 Al K-edge spectra of gibbsite recorded in both PEY and TFY modes.
Theoretical spectra are computed with 1.5 eV broadening factors, with a
magnified view of the absorption edge computed with a 0.6 eV broad-
ening factor.

Table 2 Assignments in the Al K-edge spectra of gibbsite derived on comparison with corundum

Peak label corundum (gibbsite) E (corundum)/eV E (gibbsite)/eV Assignment Source

p (p) 1566.0 1566 a1g(1s) - a1g(3s-like) K-edge58

A (A) 1568.7 1568.5 a1g(1s) - t1u(3p-like) K-edge58

B1, B2 (B) 1572.2, 1573.5 1571 a1g(1s) - t2g(3d-like)/ K-edge58

a1g(1s) - Al*(3p)–O(2p) This work
C (C) 1576.3 1578 Multiple scattering K-edge58

E (D) 1582.2 B1585 a1g(1s) - eg(3d-like) L-edge64
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factor of 1.0 eV, and an averaged spectrum was computed from
these with weightings chosen in order to best match experi-
ment (Fig. 9). All spectra were treated with the same energy
offset prior to averaging, which was chosen by aligning the peak
B maximum of the averaged curve with measurement.

Regarding local structure, all oxygen atoms are threefold
coordinated. The Al–O–Al–H dihedral angle for inter-sheet

interactions is found to range between B126.1–143.51, gener-
ally more planar than in-plane coordination at 113.6–125.91.
However, the influence of dihedral angle, and consequently the
change from inter-sheet to in-plane bonding, is minimal. The
local geometries of oxygen with widely disparate dihedral
angles of B114, B132, and B1461 all appear to be similar
(Fig. 8), with each involved in a single H-bonding acceptor
interaction with the absorbing oxygen, and one H-bonding
donor interaction with its associated proton. Individual spectra
(Fig. 9) for these three environments all exhibit the intense edge
feature B at B540 eV and transition E at 558 eV. Peaks C
(B545 eV) and E2 (B570 eV) may intensify somewhat with
increasing dihedral angle, however this trend isn’t clear cut.

The number and directionality of H-bonds are found to be
significantly more influential than dihedral angle on absorp-
tion cross-section. The inter-sheet coordination environment
with Al–O–Al–H dihedral B1241 now sees the edge feature split
into two. This corresponds with geometry changes in which the
absorbing oxygen now accepts two H-bonds rather than one.
The new edge peak shifts to lower energy, B539 eV, thereby
contributing to the broad feature A in Fig. 9 that is not
described by the single acceptor/donor H-bond environments
described above.

Features are perturbed significantly more in the Al–O–Al–H
dihedral D B 1161 geometry. In this case, the absorbing oxygen
still accepts one H-bond, but now the associated hydrogen
participates in 2–3 donor interactions. This subtle change sees
peak E (560 eV) vanish and edge feature B split into 3–4 new
peaks, all shifted to lower energy. This largely describes the
measured A feature. In addition this H-bonding interaction
also predicts a feature between C1 and C2 that helps to broaden
region C in a manner consistent with the broad and featureless
peak seen experimentally. It should be stressed that these
major shifts arise from a difference in the H-bonding inter-
actions of the proton, and not the absorbing oxygen itself.

Fig. 8 Local geometries of the oxygen atoms used in simulations of gibbsite O K-edge spectra as a function of increasing (covalently bonded) Al–O–Al–H
dihedral angle. Excited atom is circled.

Fig. 9 Experimental and simulated O K-edge spectra of gibbsite as a
function of Al–O–Al–H dihedral angle D. An averaged spectrum is also
provided; note the contribution of the D B 1161 is slightly over-
represented to better match experiment as the selection in Fig. 8 is not
necessarily reflective of the oxygen populations of gibbsite.
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This is consistent with previous claims that oxygen is extremely
sensitive to its local bonding interactions.72

To explore this splitting more deeply, partial XANES spectra
in the 1141 and 1161 arrangements are explored in greater
detail in Fig. 10. In the 1141 geometry, the single edge peak is
described by transitions into O 2p states with some overlap
with O 1s and the adjacent H 1s states. An antibonding orbital
(pointing along the [010] direction) of the O 2s/2py states with H
1s states provides the basis for a very weakly allowed pre-edge-
like transition.

Contrast this with the 1161 geometry system, where the O–H
bond is now directed in the [110]-direction. The O 2px and O
2py bands are much broader, due to the H-bonding interactions
in the ab-plane. The additional transitions involve these
orbitals. Also important appears to be the local reduction of
symmetry, relaxing selection rules. In addition to the broad-
ening and shifting to lower energy in the low symmetry
environment of the 2p-antibonding states commonly argued
to dominate O K-edge structure, transitions into otherwise
forbidden O 2s-dominated states are also now allowed. Finally,
it is worth noting that band broadening with H-bonding inter-
actions may be an explanation of the missing transition in
O K-edge spectra of corundum (Fig. 2). That is, it is possible
that a surface effect is necessary here. This may suggest surface
hydrogenation. Further work is planned to explore this more
deeply.

3.5. Na K-edge spectra for gibbsitic sodium impurities

Finally, we address sodium impurities in gibbsite. While it has
been speculated that it is intercalated within the sheet-like
structure of the host hydroxide, with the replacement of

protons by Na+ a likely candidate,34–36 to our knowledge there
is no direct observation to verify this hypothesis.

In Section 3.2 we suggested that the very different coordina-
tion environments observed for inter-sheet, in-plane, and octa-
hedral vacancy sodium should provide distinctive XANES
spectra. Simulated and experimental spectra are provided in
Fig. 11. The local disorder noted in the optimized structures
leads to the presence of what we interpret, in the first instance,
as a weak pre-edge feature in all simulated spectra. With this
assignment (offset 1), simulations of both the (higher energy)
inter-sheet and octahedral vacancy models demonstrate poor
agreement with experiment. In the inter-sheet model, feature A
largely agrees, but features B, C, and D are B1, B3.5, and
B5 eV lower than their corresponding measured transitions.
The octahedral model shows good agreement for peaks p and A,
however correspondences with other transitions become
increasingly poor and ambiguous.

On the other hand, extremely good agreement is found in
the energetically favourable in-plane conformation, with all
transitions identified and exhibiting less than B0.5 eV devia-
tion from measured energies. Transition intensities are in fair
agreement when assuming a constant line broadening para-
meter of 0.6 eV, with higher energy transitions more intense.
This strongly supports the possibility that sodium, and potentially
other monovalent impurities, can replace H+ when intercalated or
otherwise occluded within gibbsite.

The assumption that the lowest energy simulated transition
corresponds with the measured pre-edge feature p at 1075.3 eV
could arguably discriminate against the other models. A second
energy offset (offset 2) to instead align the most intense transi-
tion B was therefore also considered. While the edge transitions

Fig. 10 Partial O K-edge spectra for centres involved in either one (left) or three (right) hydrogen bonds.
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now (unsurprisingly) agree reasonably well in the inter-sheet
model, the pre-edge is necessarily missing and energies of
transitions C and D at B1087 and 1097 eV experimentally are
still underestimated by B2 and B4 eV. Even in this best-case
scenario, simulations are still in poor agreement with mea-
sured spectra, which suggests the relative instability of this
arrangement over the in-plane intercalation mode. The octa-
hedral model shows much closer agreement when aligning the
edge maxima, but ultimately predicts unobserved features
(although these are potentially obscured experimentally by line
broadening), under-predicts the energies of transitions at
1087 and 1097 eV by B1 and 4 eV respectively, and leaves the
pre-edge unexplained. Therefore, only the in-plane geometry
provides good agreement with experiment, and is indeed is also
the most thermodynamically stable phase.

Finally, we make assignments for the experimental transi-
tions Fig. 12. The in-plane intercalation model sees sodium
almost recess into an octahedral vacancy and as such shows
similarities with assignments for Al3+ in corundum and gibbsite
as well as Na+ in NaCl. The weak pre-edge again corresponds
with transition into Na+(3s) states (an a1g(1s) - a1g(3s) transi-
tion). The edge transition is primarily Na* 3p in nature, and B
the overlap of a split Na* 3p state and a Na* 3d band.

Oxygen atoms in the three shorter length Na–O interactions
(Fig. 6 centre) in the highly distorted environment also appear
to participate in the spectrum, whereas the longer bonds
contribute to a much lesser extent. O 2s contributions to peak
A are evident, and there appear to be both O 2s and 2p
contributions to peak B. Peak C shows some coincidence with
Na* 3p and 3d states with increasingly less contribution from O
atoms, although may be purely ‘multiple scattering’. Peak D
does not appear to match any obvious electronic transitions,
and as such is also primarily multiple scattering.

4. Conclusions

Al, O, and Na-K-edge XANES spectra have been analysed for
Bayer gibbsite, a common precursor for many commercial
alumina products. Aluminium cations are unsurprisingly
found to exhibit transitions almost indistinguishable from
those in corundum, consistent with observations that spectra
of metallic species are dictated by local coordination (crystal
field interactions). We confirm previous assignments by refer-
encing against pDOS calculations. However, we make the
additional assignment for the peak in octahedrally coordinated
cation generally assigned as a1g(1s) - t2g(3d-like) in K-edge
spectra. This strongly overlaps with the presumably t1u(3p-like)
bands mixing with host (or, under a crystal field theory inter-
pretation, ligand) 2p orbitals at least in the case of oxides and
chlorides. The t2g(3d-like) transitions, which are strictly Laporte
forbidden, are allowed due to overlap with host/ligand orbitals.
The corresponding eg(3d-like) transitions are too high in energy

Fig. 11 Experimental and simulated Na K-edge spectra of competing
models of sodium intercalation in gibbsite. Black traces are experimental
PEY mode spectra, dotted traces are computed with 0.6 eV broadening
parameters, and coloured traces are computed with a non-constant
broadening parameter.

Fig. 12 pDOS calculations for Na* 3s, 3p and 3d bands for the preferred
in-plane intercalation model. Also included are the O 2s and O 2p bands
from the short distance (B2.1 Å) and long distance (2.5–2.8 Å) Na*–O
bond lengths (see Fig. 6 centre). A broadening parameter of 1.5 eV is used.
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for significant overlap with host/ligand states and therefore
transitions are much weaker.

Oxygen spectra, on the other hand, are very sensitive to
immediate bonding interactions. Successful simulation from
first principles for gibbsite requires averaging over representa-
tive bonding scenarios, particularly those associated with
differing hydrogen bonding interactions. Subtle differences in
the H-bonding environment felt by the protons allows for H
1s–O 2s/O 2p mixing, broadening the O*(2p) bands responsible
for the edge and allowing otherwise forbidden O 1s - O 2p
transitions. An unexplained feature in simulated O K-edge
spectra of corundum could potentially arise from analogous
O–H interactions, and therefore could be explicitly due to
surface chemistry, but this will have to be addressed in
future works.

Finally, Na K-edge spectra have been used as a fingerprint to
identify the likely coordination environment of sodium impu-
rities. We argue that sodium effectively occupies octahedral
cation vacancies within the Al-rich sheets, although lies slightly
above the Al-plane as intercalation occurs by replacement of a
hydrogen. This confirms prior theoretical predictions.36
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